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Overview

1) Class:
   Will meet on Tuesdays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the CECS Education Program main classroom. There will be one exception to this time:
   • On 1/17, there will be an optional lab session to gain basic skills in the use of Excel from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. (Pizza will be served.)

2) Required Text:

3) Optional Supplemental Texts:
   • Copies will be on reserve at Dana Library and available for purchase.

4) Articles:
   A coursepack containing the article citations and electronic references for each session will be available prior to the first class.

5) Software: We will use the following programs in our lab sessions to analyze data:
   Microsoft Excel (this will include templates for creating control chart that will be given to you)
   SPC XL add-on software for Microsoft Excel for those who use PC computers
   SPC for Excel add-on software for Microsoft Excel for those who use Mac computers

Class Pre-Work (ideally completed before the first class session)

1) Self-Evaluation:
   • Complete this form e-mailed to each student separately.

2) Goals for the course:
   • Please write down your goals for what you hope to accomplish by taking this course.
General Course Learning Objectives:

- Gain a deep understanding for the development of the science of studying and measuring variation in daily work and the application of that work to the improvement of patient care. This understanding will include:
  - Initial work done outside of health care;
  - Current efforts in health care;
  - Future needs to further develop this field in health care.

Specific Course Learning Objectives:

- Demonstrate the ability to construct measures of quality, or to improve them.
- Understand the underlying concepts of the temporal display and analysis of data, specifically including run charts and control charts and be able to use them with different types of data.
- Develop skills in analyzing datasets and presenting data for improvement work.
- Demonstrate an ability to critically appraise literature that incorporates measurement of variation.

Course Expectations:

1) Complete pre-readings and prepare for class.
2) Actively participate in class discussions.
3) Hand in all laboratory assignments.
4) Complete the final exam.
5) Design and complete a group measurement project using real data (contribution expected from all group members).
6) A presentation will be presented by each project group at the end of the course.
7) Self and group evaluations will be completed and make up a portion of each student’s final grade.

Lab Expectations:

There are 3 learning objectives that occur during the process of completing a lab assignment.

1) To learn how to go from an observation or question about a concrete experience in health care to addressing this concern through data analysis and creating data displays, which then helps guide thinking, interpretation, and/or reflection about improvement opportunities in a health care process.
2) To learn how to use Excel, such as to convert the data into a form to place into a statistical process control chart and to format your chart as desired.
3) To write a concise and thoughtful lab report (in essence an engaging report for a time-limited health care supervisor/leader/manager).

There are several assignments that are due over the 10-week term. The lab process is as follows:

1) Generally, the last hour of class will be dedicated to stepping through the initial stages of the lab assignment, such as how to convert the data to a form to place it into a statistical process control chart. The majority of the Excel skills needed to create charts and format them will be learnt during this time. Mark Splaine leads the lab.
2) Lab assignment also requires answering all the questions and summarizing your thoughts and interpretations relative to improving health care.
3) Your final lab write-up is expected to be a concise well-organized lab with connections to improvement opportunities, strategies, and/or change ideas to move
the concern to the next step in health care improvement. Please consider this as practice or a rehearsal for writing a report for (or having a conversation with) a time challenged future health care boss.

a. Please use 12 point Times font, 1.50 line spacing and 1.25 inch margins.

b. Label your charts, such as Figure 1 and refer to the chart in your text by that label.

c. Include your mailbox number (top section of the first page).

4) Labs are due at the beginning of the following class since TAs review the lab assignment during the first hour of class. A few students have found it helpful in their learning experience to hold onto their labs during this time to write notes on them. If you find this helpful then please do so. Labs will be picked up at the first break and any labs after that are considered late.

5) TAs will review your labs, provide grades and give feedback comments. The grading is the following:

0 = no lab is turned in, or lab turned in but did not meet basic expectations.

1 = lab turned in and basic expectations met for the assignment.

2 = grade for those who go beyond the basic expectations for the assignment.

6) Late labs are accepted since it’s crucial to practice making the charts and writing the interpretation. These labs are very similar to the questions on the final exam; therefore any practice you get is worth the time. Late labs are graded at 1 as long as they meet expectations for the assignment.

7) TAs will try to return your labs by the next day in your mailboxes.

8) The best way to contact TAs outside of class time is by email.

Student Projects:

The project will give students an opportunity to find data related to a topic; link the data to a clinical or administrative process; display, analyze, and interpret the data; and summarize conclusions. Students will be encouraged to use data from their own work, as this assignment will have highest utility when applied to an existing opportunity. Students will work in groups. Groups who do not have existing data will be expected to alert the instructor during the first or second week of class. This will enable the course instructor to assist groups in finding data to analyze and display.

Projects will be due in class on Tuesday, February 27, 2007. Each group will present its project to the class on March 6 or March 13, 2007.

The following summary should be used to guide the preparation of your project:

Overview

The class project offers an opportunity to translate your learning from class into an analysis and interpretation of dataset. This project models the experience you will have in applying what you learn in class to real-world situations.

Description

The project is designed for you to summarize information, discover improvement opportunities, and make suggestions on how to improve care. The project report should include an aim, a description and diagram of the process under study, a description of the data and methods of analysis, and conclusions and implications. This is not just an exercise in data analysis and display. The data is the focus, but we want you to integrate the data into the process of care and use of improvement knowledge.
You are encouraged to use data from your own work if possible. If this is not possible, we can provide data for you to use. You will work on the project during the course. To facilitate your progress, we have designed two lab sessions exclusively to work on your project. Faculty will be available during these sessions to help with any questions your group may have.

**Group Work**

This project will be done in groups. You need to find 2 or 3 colleagues with whom to work. You must inform the faculty of your group by Week 2 of class.

**Write-up**

The following is a suggested outline for you to follow in writing up your project. The written portion should be no more than 2250 words in length. Graphs, tables, figures, and references can be placed after your text. Refer to each of these in the text.

There will be a few examples of projects from last year on reserve in Dana for you to examine. You may use these to guide your work.

Write-ups are due in class on Tuesday, February 27, 2007.

**Presentation**

In the final 2 sessions of the course (March 6 and March 13, 2007), each team will present a summary of its project to the class. One-half of the teams will present on March 6th and the other half on March 13th. This presentation – with PowerPoint or overhead transparencies – will be no longer than 10 minutes. There will then be a 10-minute discussion period.

**Suggested Format for Write-up and Presentation**

You may use these as headers in your paper, or choose other, similar headers if they are more applicable to your project. Please refer to the article by Davidoff and Batalden titled, “Toward stronger evidence on quality improvement. Draft publication guidelines: the beginning of a consensus project” for more detailed information about the structure of the paper. We recognize that you will not be able to incorporate all aspects of the guideline in this limited project, but use these guidelines as a reference.

1) **Background/Introduction**
   - Why is this important?
   - Give a brief summary of the current organizational and clinical knowledge about the problem.
   - Include a specific aim about

2) **Methods**
   - Define the population being studied and the setting
   - Define the process (a graphical representation – such as a flow diagram or a cause and effect diagram – might be very helpful)
   - Describe your data
     - Where does it come from?
     - On which measures will you focus? Why did you choose these? How are they defined?
   - Describe your analysis plan
3) Results and interpretation

- What does the data show? How do you interpret these results?
- How does this evaluation help you understand the process?
- Have any of the changes in the process (intended or unintended) affected the outcome over time?

4) Discussion

- Provide a summary of the main findings. This is not a recapitulation of the results, but rather a summary of main points.
- What are the limitations of the current analysis?
- How does your data display assist in decision-making? What actions would you recommend as a result of your analysis?
- Are there other data that would help support your decision?
- Overall, how did the group function? What tips would you suggest to make the group operate more smoothly if you had to do the project over again?

References and Citations

It is expected that each project will include appropriate references related to the background for the project. Additional references should be included at other points in the project summary if citing other work or sources. Any graphs, figures or tables used in the project summary that are not generated by the team must be cited as to the source of the information.

Please direct any questions regarding the class project to Greg Ogrinc. He can be reached through email at greg.ogrinc@med.va.gov or by phone at 802-291-6285.

Grading Policy:

All students who attend class and meet the above expectations including submitting of assignments on time will receive a grade of “Pass.” In addition, students who demonstrate an exceptional understanding of the course materials and an ability to integrate them into their own work will receive a grade of “High Pass.” A grade of “Low Pass” is awarded to students who have completed course assignments, but the overall quality of the assignments has not met appropriate course standards. Failure to complete the course assignments will mean a grade of “No Credit.”
Outline of Course by Week:

Week 1 (1/9): Development of the Science of Studying Variation

Learning Objectives:
• Review the initial reasoning for studying variation in the workplace.
• Describe how that thinking has developed over time.
• Discuss the current and future challenges for this thinking in health care.


Coursepack:


Laboratory: Getting Started
• Aim: 1) Check on software and distribution of initial dataset
  2) Review of basic control chart principles from ECS 117
• Assignment: Make a control chart using Excel templates
Week 2 (1/16): Designing and Using Measures to Understand Variation and Quality in Health Care

Learning Objectives:

- Develop an understanding of what is needed to create a good measure.
- Discuss how to ask good questions for developing measures.
- Practice creating some measures for health care.

Readings: Carey RG. Improving Healthcare with Control Charts. pp. 95-108 (Benchmarking included in this section will be covered in detail in Week 9).

Coursepack:


- Curtis JR, Cook DJ, Wall RJ, Angus DC, Bion J, Kacmarek R, Kane-Gill SL, Kirchhoff KT, Levy M, Mitchell PH, Moreno R, Pronovost P, Punttillo K. Intensive care unit quality improvement: a “how-to” guide for the interdisciplinary team. Critical Care Medicine. 2006;34:211-218. http://gateway.ut.ovid.com/gw1/ovidweb.cgi?QS2=434f4e1a73d37e8c85021fca6c0d7731b56b66c66191bc2a01a2504334a84354b11a0b0062a720c9f039b8f6360fa6ec841580524057476572914a9b8e8fa91f1541eacb8e29660bdec781058266fba03107664942197f5aa4871b32cc5336e9f00a216eb01235fdfb3350531a6b32d3dd6907241441baf39e24abdd201998c3dd978d7c4d6adf514cede7108b6a37645c12de9abd364e26863e8d5ff0d89a6e9b923e1211c55b0db7102d14b5093d178f271969cc0bf6cedcbec06d02368d69ed26a5d6a2bd23cda5f5a3f9bdfb29cb761ac21c9be144cc7166d19e80175aaa1d6b00fd37d0e5d28

**Laboratory:** Administrative Data Lab

- **Aim:** Analyze a dataset of measures from the perspective of a particular clinical condition (OB and CHF care), and then from the perspective of a Quality Director.

- **Assignment:**
  1) Make control charts of the measures for OB or CHF.
  2) Describe what other measures would be helpful in understanding the care for the condition you choose.
  3) Interpret the data and summarize your thoughts.

---

**Week 2 (1/17):** (Optional Session) Using Microsoft Excel to Analyze and Display Data

**Learning Objectives:**

- Develop an understanding of how to use Excel to create control charts.
- Learn about different options for displaying and printing charts in Excel.
- Practice these skills with some data.

**Laboratory:** Data display in Excel

- **Aim:** To practice using Excel templates for control charts and to learn different methods for displaying data.
Week 3 (1/23): Display of Data to Maximize the Sharing of Information, Taking the Correct Action

Learning Objectives:

- Understand what constitutes an effective measurement display.
- Demonstrate the ability to create a useful, effective display of data.

Readings:

Coursepack:

  Not available electronically. Please see handout.

  http://jama.ama-assn.org/cgi/reprint/281/22/2098

  http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/318/7197/1527

  http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/extract/318/7197/1501

  http://www.acponline.org/journals/ecp/mayjun01/goldberg.htm


Laboratory: Project Lab #1

- Aim: Assess your group and begin to develop a plan for your class project.
- Assignments:
  Group Assessment
    1) Review your self-assessment forms.
    2) What are the overall strengths of this group?
    3) Are there any skills not represented in the group that you may need?
  Project Planning
    1) Describe the data, including measures and data collection.
    2) Define the population you are studying.
    3) Describe the context in which the data are being gathered and the specific process you will be studying.
    4) Write an aim for your project.
Week 4 (1/30): Additional Types of Control Charts, Part 1

Learning Objectives:
- Build on existing knowledge of XmR charts
- Review the X-bar and R and X-bar and s types of control charts.
- Understand which chart should be used for which measure.
- Demonstrate understanding of when to change limits on a control chart.
- Understand how the control limits are created for each of the charts.


Coursepack:
  http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdf?vid=4&hid=120&sid=9bffe1d9-4bca-4875-852c-14c1c31ff6d%40sessionmgr9


Laboratory: Project Lab #2
- **Aim:** Further develop your class project.
- **Assignment:** 1) Link your data to the process from which it is derived.
  2) Present the analysis plan for your data.
  3) Develop a dummy data display for your measures.
  4) Comment on any initial analyses or insights you have.
  
  ➢ On this day, the group must have a copy of your data set to review with your group’s coach. If you do not have a data set by this date, you may be asked to switch project topics to ensure adequate data to complete the assignment.
**Week 5 (2/6): Additional Types of Control Charts, Part 2 & Dealing with Confounding in Studying Variation**

**Learning Objectives:**
- Build on existing knowledge of p-charts
- Review the np-, c- and u-types of control charts.
- Understand which chart should be used for which measure.
- Review the issues relevant to confounding.
- Discuss methods to use to minimize the effects of confounding.

**Readings:**

**Coursepack:**
  [http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleListURL&_method=list&_ArticleListID=499118035&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000022698&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=4257664&md5=6b5c618942ea7b9ec94e6e388c7f6b96](http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleListURL&_method=list&_ArticleListID=499118035&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000022698&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=4257664&md5=6b5c618942ea7b9ec94e6e388c7f6b96)

  [http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleListURL&_method=list&_ArticleListID=499118809&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000022698&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=4257664&md5=b9a07f04367025b7c87269a393ea31a1](http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleListURL&_method=list&_ArticleListID=499118809&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000022698&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=4257664&md5=b9a07f04367025b7c87269a393ea31a1)


**Optional Readings:**


**Laboratory:**
Clinical Data Lab

- **Aim:** Analyze a dataset of measures from patients who had CABG surgery.
- **Assignment:**
  1) Make p-charts using Excel pivot tables.
  2) Stratify data to look for different effects over time.
  3) Interpret the data and summarize your thoughts.
Week 6 (2/13): Drilling Down into Aggregate Data and Analysis of Means

Learning Objectives:
- Understand this technique for analyzing data.
- Discuss how to use this in health care.

Coursepack:
  Not available electronically. Please see handout.
  Not available electronically. Please see handout.

Laboratory: Analysis of Means
- **Aim:** Analyze a dataset using the method of analysis of means.
- **Assignment:** 1) Choose two variables from previous datasets.
  2) Perform an appropriate analysis of means on those variables.
  3) Interpret the data and summarize your thoughts.
Week 7 (2/20): Patient Safety and Analysis of Rare Events

Learning Objectives:

- Discuss applications in health care related to patient safety.
- Review the process of measurement development and display.
- Understand the use of g charts.

Readings: Coursepack:


Laboratory: Rare Events

- **Aim**: Analyze rare event data using a g-chart.
- **Assignment**: 1) Pick a rare event variable to analyze.
  2) Create a g-chart for your variable.
  3) Interpret the data and summarize your thoughts.
Week 8 (2/27): Using Registries to Improve Patient Care

Learning Objectives:

• Understand how registries can be constructed and used in monitoring and improving care.

• Consider a method for real-time assessment of outcomes in transplant surgery (CUSUM).

Readings: Carey RG. Improving Healthcare with Control Charts. pp. 159-183.

Coursepack:


**Week 9 (3/6): Beyond Data Comparison to Benchmarking**

**Learning Objectives:**

- Enhance our understanding of what a benchmark measure really is.
- Critique examples of common benchmarks.

**Readings:**


Coursepack:

  
  *Not available electronically. Please see handout.*

  

  

**Laboratory:**

**Benchmarking**

- **Aim:** Analyze data using the Achievable Benchmarks of Care method
- **Assignment:**
  1) Pick two measures to analyze.
  2) Use the ABC method to calculate a benchmark of care.
  3) Interpret the data and summarize your thoughts.
Week 10 (3/13): Developing Measures for Strategic Use and Accountability

Learning Objectives:
• Develop an understanding for how an organization can develop and use measures that enhance its mission and address public accountability.
• Discuss the challenges to using these approaches in practice.
• Hear about the results from student projects.

Readings:  Carey RG. Improving Healthcare with Control Charts. pp. 131-158.

Coursepack:

Final exam distributed at the end of class.

Week 11 (3/20): Final Exam Due at 2 p.m.